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Abstract

The boundary structure (shape and size) and numbers of Red Blood Cells (RBCs) play a significant role in controlling human physiology. Several blood related diseases including sickle hemoglobin, polycythemia, thalassemia, anemia, and leukemia that occur due to the alteration of RBCs structures need precise detection, analysis, and subsequent inhibition. Diverse boundary analyses that have already been developed to detect the frames edge of blood samples remained ineffective. Thus, an automated system needs to be designed for exact detection of the RBCs edges. The edges being the main features of image often provide vital information to separate regions within an object or to detect changes in illumination. Accordingly, edge detection is regarded as an important step in the analysis of images and extraction of valuable information. In this paper, we evaluated the performance of video frames edge detectors and compared it with different gradient based techniques including Robert, Sobel, Prewitt and Canny, Zero-crossing (Laplacian, Gaussian and fuzzy logic) by applying them on video of RBCs. Two criteria such as mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) were exploited to achieve good quality of video frames edge detectors for RBCs. Canny edge and fuzzy logic based techniques revealed the optimum performance towards the detection of video frames edge of RBCs.
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1. Introduction

In recent times, digital image processing have been received a great attention in diversified fields [1]. Including computer vision office, industrial automation, face detection, features detection, lane departure warning system, remote sensing, natural resources survey, management, criminology, astronomy, meteorology and medical imaging [2]. Cumulative use of digital imaging systems has contributed significantly in the domain of medical diagnostics and greatly expanded in health care sector. Thus, computer aided diagnostic appeared as a routine means in clinical field [3]. Therefor rapid advancement in the electronic and photonic technology has allowed the invention of sophisticated diagnostic tools including Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT). Initially developed analogue imaging methods such as endoscopy or radiography are presently supported with digital sensors [4]. Despite such progress, a fully automated and accurate technique for RBCs edges detection is far from being developed.

Digital Images (DIs) are comprised of individual pixels, wherein the discrete color values or brightness are assigned. Using appropriate information communication networks and protocols, such DIs can be processed efficiently and made accessible at several places simultaneously. These protocols include picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) as well as the digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) [5]. In medicine, the DI processing is now used for analyzing a significant volume of images to achieve high quality information for disease diagnosis and subsequent treatment. This helps considerably to the physicians, researchers, and medical practitioners to derive more diagnostically useful information [6].

Numerous blood related human diseases that occur from RBCs structural changes need to be detected, analyzed, and cured. RBCs are rich in iron-containing biomolecule called hemoglobin which bind oxygen and responsible for the red color of the blood. Approximately 2.4 million new erythrocytes are produced per second in an adult [7]. Human diseases are expressed through the abnormality or anomaly of RBCs. Changes in the RBCs shape, size, or number often cause diseases such as Sickle Hemoglobin, Sickle cell disease, Polycythemia, and Thalassemia. In this regard, an efficient blood samples frames edge detection tool is prerequisite. The image edges that render central information require careful evaluation.

In this paper, we assessed the performance of video frames edge detectors for RBCs and compared it with various existing art-of-the techniques. RBCs being the most significant components of human blood for delivering oxygen to the body tissues are considered in the present study.

2. Edge Detection Techniques for Red Blood Cells [RBCs]

Over the years, diverse RBCs edges detection techniques have been developed such as Robert, Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), Canny and Fuzzy Logic (FL). It is vital to focus on the various RBCs edges detection preprocessing steps to make a systematic comparison of the resulting edges. In the present method, first the videos of red blood cells are utilized under a microscope. Then, the input video files are converted into frames (still images).
Afterward, the noise from these frames is removed using median filter [8]. Next, the thresholding method is used to change these images into grayscale with a resolution of (300×220) pixels. Outcomes from each of the abovementioned edge detection technique are compared using two criteria. The quality and efficiency of these edge detector schemes are evaluated in terms of mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). Figure 1 depicts the basic architecture of the edge detection scheme used in this study.

Figure 1: Schematic presentation showing the workflow for edge detection scheme using video file.

Median filter has been used to remove the noise, which is very useful for digital image processing applications. It consists of a window slides through the data and the median value inside the window acts as output of the filter. Being nonlinear in nature, median filter possesses several advantages including the maintenance of the edge and efficiency of noise removal with strength against impulsive type noise [9]. It is considered as one type of smoothing techniques similar to linear Gaussian filtering. Although all such filters are efficient in eliminating the noise in the smooth regions of the signal but they affect negatively at the edges. Thus, to preserve the properties of the video frames edges the median filter is selected [10].

3. Development of Edge Detectors

Edge detection process can reduce the amount of data in an image by simultaneously preserving the structural information involving object boundaries. Due to these reasons edge detectors are greatly beneficial in image analysis operations and object recognition [11]. Presently, several algorithms are available for edges detection, wherein each one has some advantages and disadvantages over the others. For instance, Robert, Sobel and Prewitt operators are based on the intensity gradient magnitude calculation at each image pixel. In such schemes, the gradient value is compared to the threshold value. If the value of the gradient is higher than a threshold value then a pixel location is classified as an edge, otherwise the pixel location is specified as not an edge [12].

The Laplacian of Gaussian operators are applied by choosing one mask and making a convolution to the original image with the mask. The positive or negative sign of the outcome from two adjacent pixel locations renders directional information in terms of brighter side of the edge. Subsequently, zero crossing is utilized to determine the alteration through zero in the values of the edges points [13]. Wide usage of these operators is limited by their sensitiveness to noise. To surmount the noise problems, Canny proposed a method where image convolution was used with the first order derivatives of Gaussian filter for smoothing in the local gradient direction followed by edge detection and thresholding[14].
3.1 Roberts Edge Detector

This is a simple and fast detection scheme for 2-D spatial gradient measurement on the image. It selects the areas of high spatial gradient, which often conform to the edges. The input of the Roberts operator is a grayscale image, whereas each pixel value in the output specifies the estimated absolute quantity of spatial gradient of the original input image at that point [11,12]. Theoretically, Roberts’s operator is comprised of a pair of (2×2) convolution masks as illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Roberts Cross convolution masks.](image)

These masks have been proposed to respond the maximum of edges working in 45° to the pixel grid, where one mask is used for each of the two vertical orientations. The masks can be used individually to the input image for separate measurements of the gradient contents in each direction (called $G_x$ and $G_y$) [12]. Mathematically, Roberts’s operator is defined as:

$$G(x,y) = \left[\sqrt{(G_x + 1)^2} - \sqrt{(G_x - 1)^2}\right]^2$$

(1)

3.2 Sobel Edge Detector

This operator performs a 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image. It focuses on the areas of high spatial gradient that match to the edges. Generally, it is used to estimate the absolute gradient magnitude at each point in an original grayscale image. This operator is consisted of a pair of (3×3) convolution masks as displayed in Figure 3, where the first mask is just the second one rotated by 90°. Sobel operator resembles the Roberts cross operator.

$$G_x = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 & +1 \\ -2 & 0 & +2 \\ -1 & 0 & +1 \end{bmatrix} \quad G_y = \begin{bmatrix} +1 & +2 & +1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & -2 & -1 \end{bmatrix}$$

Figure 3: Sobel convolution masks.

These kernels have been proposed to respond the maximum of edges working horizontally and vertically relative to the pixel grid with one mask for each of the two vertical directions. These masks can be used individually to the input image, to obtain discrete measurements of the gradient component in each direction (called $G_x$ and $G_y$). It is used to calculate the absolute magnitude of the gradient at each pixel and the direction of that gradient [14]. The edge magnitude and the edge direction are defined via the relation:

$$\text{EDGE MAGNITUDE} = \sqrt{S_1^2 + S_2^2} \quad (2)$$

$$\text{EDGE DIRECTION} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{S_1}{S_2} \right) \quad (3)$$

3.3 Prewitt Edge Detector

Prewitt operator is used for detecting two types of edges such as Horizontal and Vertical. This operator produces an image, wherein the higher grayscale value refers to the existence of an edge between two objects. This operator is similar to the Sobel operator but with different mask coefficients. Besides, it contains a pair of (3×3) convolution masks as follows:

$$G_x = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 & +1 \\ -1 & 0 & +1 \\ -1 & 0 & +1 \end{bmatrix} \quad G_y = \begin{bmatrix} +1 & +1 & +1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & -1 & -1 \end{bmatrix}$$

Figure 4: Prewitt convolution masks.
At each pixel location, two numbers are found with p1 (corresponding to the result from the vertical edge mask) and p2 (corresponding to the result from the horizontal edge mask). These numbers are used to determine the edge magnitude and the edge direction using the expression

\[ \text{EDGE MAGNITUDE} = \sqrt{p_1^2 + p_2^2} \] (4)

\[ \text{EDGE DIRECTION} = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{p_1}{p_2}\right) \] (5)

### 3.4 Laplacian of Gaussian

The Laplacian of an image focuses on the regions of intensity that has fast change and thus useful for detecting the edges. To minimize the noise sensitivity of an image the Laplacian is often utilized with a Gaussian Smoothing filter. Usually, this operator uses a single gray level image as input and produces a gray level image as output. The Gaussian function is used as low-pass smoothing filter of the image and the Laplacian operator acts as high-pass filter according to the second derivative of zero to detect the edges. Gaussian filter function is defined as [16]:

\[ \text{LOG}(x, y) = \frac{1}{\pi \sigma^2} \left(1 - \frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) e^{-\left(\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)} \] (6)

After the noise minimization from the input image using Gaussian filter, the Laplacian convolution masks are applied on the image. Afterward, the threshold value is calculated. Finally, the zero crossing method is applied to determine the change through zero in the values of the edges points [15]. Generally, three small masks are used as depicted in Figure 5.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & -1 & 0 \\
-1 & 4 & -1 \\
0 & -1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & -1 & -1 \\
-1 & 8 & -1 \\
-1 & -1 & -1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
-2 & 1 & -2 \\
1 & 4 & 1 \\
-2 & 1 & -2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

**Figure 5**: Laplacian convolution masks.

### 3.5 Canny Edge Detector

This edges detection technique is based on three criteria. After converting an input image into gray image, the Gaussian convolution is used for noise reduction and to smooth image. The maximum value of the first derivative corresponds to the minimum of the first derivative. It means that the points with radical change of gray-scale (strong edge) and points with simple change of grayscale (weak edges) correspond to the second derivative zero-crossing point. Thus, these two thresholds are used to detect strong edges and weak edges. Actually, the Canny algorithm is not exposed to noise interference due to its true weak edges detection capacity [14,17].

\[ G''(X) = \left(\frac{X}{\sigma^2}\right) e^{-\left(\frac{X^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)} \] (7)

### 3.6 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic (FL) is defined as a superset of classical (Boolean) logic which are expanded to handle the concept of partial time values between completely true and completely false. It deals with reason that is approximate rather than exact, where variables of FL may have a true value that ranges between 0 and 1. Certainly, FL is a powerful problem solving technique with diverse applicability, especially in the fields of control and decision making [18].

Fuzzy image processing can be defined as a collection of all approaches that recognize and represent the images. The representation and processing of image based on the chosen fuzzy method and on the problem under consideration. In most of these techniques, adjacent points of pixels are assumed in some classes and then fuzzy system inference are implemented using suitable membership function defined for each class.
Fuzzy image processing is comprised of three main stages such as image fuzzification, fuzzy technique, and image defuzzification. The fundamental step of fuzzy image processing is the modification of membership values. Therefore, the coding of image data (fuzzification) and decoding of the results (defuzzification) are the vital steps for image processing using FL [19].

Edges in the images that constitute a significant gray level change need precise detection. For edge detection a set of nine pixels which is a part of (3×3) or (5×5) window of an image to a set of fuzzy conditions are useful to focus on all the edges of an image. In the fuzzy edge detection, points affiliated to a common area must be white, otherwise they must be black, where black and white are the fuzzy variables. For integrated area concept, the intensity variation is considered between the pixel at the kernel of the neighborhood and its neighbors. This helps to compare the pixels values, which are present on the edge in a gray scale image. Figure 6 provides a graphical representation of the rules used in FL where ZE is the variety of the independent variables of the fuzzy set. The box leveled Zₜ represents the intensity of the center pixel which is determined to be the output value with WH (white) or BL (black) [20].

4. Parameters for Performance Evaluation of the Edge Detection Method

4.1 Mean Squared Error (MSE)

Generally, MSE is defined as the difference between the estimated and the true value of the quantity under study. MSE can be matched to the predicted value of the squared error loss. The MSE (estimated) of the predictor is defined as:

\[ MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{n} (\hat{Y}_i - Y_i)^2 \] (8)

where \( \hat{Y} \) is a vector of \( n \) predictions, \( Y \) is the vector of the true values, and \( N \) is the total number of realizations. The MSE of the estimator is defined as:

\[ MSE(\hat{\theta}) = E[(\hat{\theta} - \theta)^2] \] (9)

where \( \theta \) is the computed magnitude of the parameter for a given sample (sample-dependent) and \( \hat{\theta} \) is the corresponding unknown value. This definition is based on the unidentified parameter. The MSE in this context is a property of an estimator (of a way to get an estimate) the MSE is equivalent to the total of the difference and the squared bias of the estimator or of the expectations, in the condition of the MSE of an estimator [21]. It yields:

\[ MSE(\hat{\theta}) = Var(\hat{\theta}) + (Bias(\hat{\theta}, \theta))^2 \] (10)

4.2 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)

Commonly, the PSNR is used to measure the quality of reconstruction of loss compression codecs where the signal is the main data and the noise is the error that is introduced by compression. Therefore, when comparing compression codecs, PSNR approximates human perception of reconstruction quality. Though a higher PSNR typically refers to restructuring of higher quality but in some conditions it differs [22].

Figure 6: Schematic representation showing the rules of FL.
The MSE and the PSNR are the two metrics used to measure error standards for determining the image quality or comparing among images. The MSE determines the cumulative squared error between the original image and the resulting image. The PSNR is a measure of the peak error. A lower MSE value indicates an accurate image features. To obtain the PSNR values, first the MSE values of the block are computed using:

\[
MSE = \frac{\sum_{M \times N} (I_2(m,n) - I_1(m,n))^2}{M \times N}
\]  

(11)

Where \( M \) and \( N \) represent the number of rows and columns in the input images, respectively. The block calculates the PSNR using the relation:

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{R^2}{MSE} \right)
\]  

(12)

Where \( R \) is the maximum fluctuation in the input image data type [23]. These popular standards are chosen and the performance evaluation of RBCs video frames edges detection schemes.

5. Results and Discussion

Experiments are conducted using MATLAB code to determine the quality and clarity of edge detection in the video image for RBCs boundaries. Two videos for RBCs under a microscope are considered. The blood samples are collected from laboratory. One sample contained normal RBCs with 521 frames in 16 minutes and the other enclosed abnormal RBCs with 219 frames in 9 minutes. Each video consisted of many frames which are randomly chosen and applied in the experiments. First, the videos are changed to frames and then the colored frames are changed to grayscale images. Next, the noise from the frames is removed using median filter to preserve the edges. Afterward, all the aforementioned edge detectors are applied on the frames. The edge pixels to size ratio of the image, MSE and PSNR for each operator is calculated to determine the effectiveness of the operator in detecting the edges of the RBCs. Experimental results are summarized in Table 1. Figure 7 compares the original color image with the converted gray scale image after using the median filter. Figures 8-13 compares the outcome of various edge detectors with MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Table 1: Comparative analysis among various edge detectors for the second sample (frame number 250) of normal RBCs under microscope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge detector</th>
<th>Ratio of edge pixels to size of image (%)</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roberts</td>
<td>29.22</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>63.2675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobel</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
<td>63.6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prewitt</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>0.0270</td>
<td>63.7998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoG</td>
<td>48.40</td>
<td>0.0268</td>
<td>63.8607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny</td>
<td>75.43</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>63.8381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>64.14</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td>63.5697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The original image and median filter image for normal RBCs frame number 250.
Figure 8: Roberts edge detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Figure 9: Sobel Edge Detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Figure 10: Prewitt Edge Detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Figure 11: LoG Edge Detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Figure 12: Canny Edge Detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.

Figure 13: Fuzzy Edge Detector and MSE for normal RBCs frame number 250.
6. Performance Evaluation

In the present study, two medical videos of Red blood cells (RBCs) are selected. The first one is for normal RBCs and the other is for abnormal RBCs. After converting these videos to frames, grayscale images are obtained and the noise is removed. Finally, all edge detectors are applied to these images. The original medical images (frames) of normal RBCs from video and subsequent removal of noise from the images using median filter. Figure 8 revealed a clear difference in terms of clarity. Similar observations are made for abnormal RBCs from video and for noise removed images using median filter. The images for edges which are obtained by applying Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, LoG, Canny and fuzzy edges detectors on all RBCs frames and the calculated mean squared error displayed a clear difference among various method (Figures 8-13).

The results (Table 1) for the ratio of edge pixels to size of image, mean squared error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for the resultant image revealed the improvement of one method over the other. An increase in the ratio of edge pixels to size of image indicated the enhanced efficiency of the edge detector and vice versa. Moreover, any lacking of MSE signified the decreased efficiency of the edge detector and vice versa. An increase in the PSNR signified the enhanced efficiency of the edge detector and vice versa. In the Roberts detector, the edges of the object are not smooth enough. Sobel detector produced less information of edges. Prewitt detector provided better edges than Sobel and Roberts.

Laplacian of Gaussian detector rendered useful information of edges, while Canny created better edges with higher PSNR values, which confirmed the superiority of the method in RBCs frames edge detection. The FL revealed great accuracy in detecting the edges of RBCs and achieved lowest values of MSE, indicating its lacking of error estimation in the edge detection. Furthermore, FL displayed some distinct features than others operators, without same limitations like fixed edge thickness and threshold. It is established that FL is flexible to implement where the edge thickness can simply be changed by changing the rules and output parameters.

7. Conclusions

This paper compared the performance of various schemes useful for RBCs video frames edge detection. Using edge detection, the sharp discontinuities are located, where such discontinuities are sudden changes in pixel intensity that distinguish the boundaries of objects in an image. The boundaries of RBCs are examined to determine whether they are normal or abnormal because it is known that several human diseases occur due to the change in the shape, size or number of RBCs. The efficiency of various operators in detecting the borders of RBCs is compared. MATLAB R2014a coding is used for frames of video and the computational results are analyzed in terms of MSE and PSNR. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions are drawn:

i) Robert operator produced smooth edges of RBCs as compared to other operators.
ii) Sobel provided less information of edges for RBCs than other operators. It is more sensitive to the diagonal edge is than the horizontal one. Although Sobel edges spurious but they are relatively less intense compared to original one.

iii) Roberts operator has missed a few edges and the Sobel operator detected thicker edges than Robert. This indicated that Sobel is slightly better than Roberts scheme.

iv) Prewitt operator rendered better information than Robert but is more sensitive to horizontal and vertical edges. All images of RBCs showed a difference in the ratios of pixels edges to Sobel and Prewitt. Prewitt and Sobel detectors approximately revealed same level of performance without significant difference.

v) Canny detector exhibited greatly smooth edges of RBCs and performs better than all others. Images evaluation showed that a low threshold produces the false edges and high threshold misses the important edges. Moreover, Canny for edge detection is computationally more expensive than Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG), Sobel, Prewitt, and Robert’s operator because of the chosen three criteria. In short,

vi) Canny revealed a better edge detection than other operators. The highest value of PSNR clearly showed that the edge detected image in Canny has enclosed less noise than other operators.

vii) Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) provided quite similar information to Canny, but the edges are unsmooth.

viii) FL operator revealed lowest MSE, indicating its highest accuracy for video frames edges detection of RBCs. It is asserted that the Canny and FL detectors are appropriate to use as edge detectors for RBCs.
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المستخلص:

يلعب هيكل الحدود (الشكل والحجم) وأعداد خلايا الدم الحمراء (كرات الدم الحمراء) دوراً هاماً في السيطرة على فسيولوجيا الإنسان. العديد من الأمراض المرتبطة بالدم بما في ذلك اليمموغلوبين المنجل، كثرة الحمر، الثلاسيميا، وسرطان الدم التي تحدث بسبب تغيير في كرات الدم الحمراء تحتاج إلى الكشف الدقيق والتحليل اللاحق. تحليلات حدود متنوعة تم تطويرها للكشف عن حافة إطارات عبوات الدم ظلت غير فعالة. وبالتالي، يجب تصميم نظام آلية للكشف الدقيق عن حواف كرات الدم الحمراء. الحواف كونها السمات الرئيسية للصورة غالباً ما توفر معلومات حيوية لفصل المناطق داخل كائن أو الكشف عن التغييرات في الإضاءة. وبالتالي، يعتبر الكشف عن الحافة خطوة هامة في تحليل الصور واستخراج المعلومات القامة. في هذا البحث، قمنا بإنشاء أداة إطارات الفيديو ككشف حافة ومقارنتها مع تقنيات التدرج من الابتسام، غاوسية والمنطق غامض. من خلال تطبيقها على الفيديو من كرات الدم الحمراء، وقد تم استخراج معيار من قبل الابتسام وتقنيات مخففة وضوئية (MSE) ونسبة الإشارة إلى الضوضاء (PSNR) وتحديداً نوعية جيدة من أطر الفيديو للكشف عن حافة كرات الدم الحمراء. حافة وتقنيات منطقية غامضة كشفت الأداء الأمثل نحو الكشف عن إطارات الفيديو حافة كرات الدم الحمراء.